The WR-10X is an innovative radar
system designed for real-time
monitoring of weather phenomena.
Thanks to its small size and weight, the
WR-10X can be easily installed in a fixed
or mobile platform.
Its low purchase and operating costs
allow this new monitoring instrument to
be used in a wide variety of applications.
Gap filling, storm prevention, research,
hydrology, transportation, outdoor
events, etc… now easier with WR-10X.
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Generaal Description
R-10X is a valuuable tool for real-time monitoring of weatther
The WR
phenom
mena in areas witth complex topoography.
It can be
b used advantageously at both urban and regional scales, or aas a
gap filleer in an existing nnetwork.
A mobile version can bbe deployed quicckly in cases where meteorolog ical
alerts occcur in areas withh significant hyddrological risks, as an important ttool
for civil protection emerrgencies.
dar can be installed alone or in a cluster, in both fixed and mobbile
The rad
configurations. Cluster networking allows the system
m coverage to be
extendeed practically w
without limit. The resulting im
mage products are
mosaicss integrating thee data collected by all the sensors composing tthe
networkk.
Thanks to the use of the latest technoology, the capitaal, installation, aand
ng costs of WR-110X radars netw
works are very atttractive alternativves
operatin
to the trraditional high-ppower big-size weather
w
radar app
proach.

Th
he control and display software hhas a very intuitivve graphic user interface,
wh
hich allows good
d skills in radar operation and data
d interpretation to be
acchieved after only a short trainingg period, even fo
or a user withoutt specific
kn
nowledge in radaar meteorology.
On
nce a scanning schedule has beeen programmed, the system will
w begin
accquiring data an
nd generating “products”, wh
hich are imagess of the
weeather events detected,
d
with colour levels proportional
p
to weather
refflectivity, superimposed on a loocal map, with adjustable distaance and
tim
me scales.
A comprehensive set of the most ccommon “weath
her products” is provided
p
a thanks to thhe open softwaree architecture, addditional
wiith the system, and
or customized products can be eassily added later.
Reeliability, maintaiinability, and easse of installation have been funddamental
deesign objectives for
f the WR-10X..
Th
he system can be remotely conttrolled, operated
d, and tested, soo there is
noo need to access the radar site forr standard operaations.

Techniical descriptionn
The WR
R-10X operates inn X band (9400-99500MHz), allowing the use of a very
compacct antenna whilee still preserving good angular resolution. The raadar
electron
nics are integratted into the anteenna pedestal and everything, w
with
the excception of the seerver PC, is conntained inside a small radome. This
integratted configuratioon allows the installation time and
a the cost off the
infrastru
ucture to be drasstically reduced. The power conssumption of the W
WR10X (caa. 200W) is tiny ccompared to tradditional high po
ower weather raddars,
easing installation in rem
mote sites.
The WR
R-10X has a cooverage of about 100 km for medium to strrong
precipittation, and aboutt 35 km for mediium to light preccipitation.
Any com
mmunication chhannel supportinng the TCP/IP prrotocol can be uused
for the WR-10X netw
worked radar sites and contro
ol centre, includding
standard wireless or swiitched telephonee networks.
Despitee its low cost, thhe WR-10X provvides all the feaatures necessaryy for
accuratee and complete radar observations and the assessment of weaather
phenom
mena.
A “penccil-beam” antenna with equal beam
b
widths in both elevation and
azimuth
h and fully autom
mated elevation control,
c
allow acquisition of thre e-

Typicaal applicationss
Monitorring of:
 hydrological basins not covered byy the main radar network
 critical weather eveents for Civil Protection purposes
 loccal urban area weeather conditionns for local autho
orities and citizenns
 weeather conditions for outdoor reccreational activitties, sports,
concerts,
c
happennings, etc.
 urb
ban or regional w
weather for locall TV stations
 hydroelectric basinn conditions
 roaads, airports, harrbours
 events potentially harmful for agricculture

olumes) of polaar data for gen
nerating meteorological
dimeensional sets (vo
products and RHI scans.
The cost-effective WR-10X-CE
W
versiion features sin
ngle elevation azimuthal
mplest “weather products”, still allowing
scanss hence generating only the sim
very accurate and seensible storms deetection and mo
onitoring. The WR-10XW
CE version
v
can be later upgradedd to the full fleedged one withh simple
operaations.
The radar
r
products lissted below consiist of maps repreesenting various weather
param
meters such as reflectivity, insstantaneous an
nd accumulated surface
rainfaall, from a singlle radar or from
m a combination of networked sensors
(mosaic).
The radar software can be used too display both real-time and archived
d
tools.
products with “moviee-loop” functionaality and other display
h a particular scanning
s
Each radar can be individually proogrammed with
dule to acquire and record datta in a synchronous way. The software
sched
allow
ws integration off the radar data with other sensor information,, such as
rain gauge data, satellite images, ettc., to create cu
ustomizable multi-sensor
viewss.

Available Radar
R
Productts (full option)):














PPI-Z (reflectivity PPI;
P RHI (Range Heeight Indicator)
CAPPI: Constant Altitude
A
PPI
SRI: Surface Rainfaall Intensity (instant
ntaneous)
SRT: Surface Rainfaall Total ( accumullated)
VMI: Vertical Maximum Intensity
ECHO VMI: Heightt of maximum refllectivity
HVMI: Maximum Reflectivity
R
on horizzontal and vertical axis
VCUT: Atmosphere vertical cross secction
ertical profile
VPR: Reflectivity ve
LBM: Low base maap
ECHO LBM: heightt of low base map
Nowcasting: storm
m cell evolution forrecast at: 15’, 30’, 1h
Mosaic: combinatiion of the maps off all the radars in th
he same network

Transceiver

Technical Specifications

Operating frequency

9410 MHz ±30 MHz

Peak power

10 Kw (magnetron)

Pulse width

0.3; 0.6; 1.2 uS user selectable

Repetition frequency (PRF)

1600; 800; 500 Hz user selectable (Jittered PRF for interference rejection)

Modulator

Solid state

Receiver

Logarithmic

Dynamic range

> 90 dB

Intermediate frequency

60 MHz

IF bandwidth

4 MHz

Noise figure

< 4 dB

Antenna
Type

Horizontal polarization, pencil beam ( 75 cm) protected by radome

Horizontal lobe width

< 3° (Typical)

Vertical lobe width

< 3° (Typical)

Sidelobes within ±10°

< -23 dB (Typical)

Gain

> 35 dB (Typical)
Continuous azimuth scan with elevation steps of 0.1° in the 0° to 180° range, RHI, manual and automatic pointing (WR-10X)
Azimuthal scan with fixed elevation adjustable during initial setup (WR-10X-CE)

Motion
Sector Blanking

Fully programmable in two separate azimuth sectors

Signal processor
Type

Digital processing on PC and DSP with 14 bit A/D converter

Parameters assessed

Horizontal reflectivity (Z) in dBz

Clutter correction

Statistical

Sensitivity

7dBz @ 25 km (standard)

Pulse integration

Adjusted to rotation velocity

Calibration

Automatic noise correction, yearly manual RX calibration with provided support tools

Range scale

21.6Km 36.0Km 72.0Km 108.0Km User selectable

Range resolution

90m

150m

300m

450m

Depending upon Range scale

Display and control
Movie loop to display PPI maps at different heights in real time and from archived files.
Standard Weather Products:

PPI-Z, RHI, VMI, H-VMI, Nowcasting (WR-10X)
PPI-Z, VMI and Nowcasting (WR-10X-CE)

Optional Weather Products:

SRI, SRT, CAPPI, ECHO VMI, HVMI, VCUT, VPR, LBM and ECHO LBM (WR-10X)
SRI and SRT (WR-10X-CE)

Composite and conversion Products: Mosaic, BUFR, HDF5 and MDV format converters
Image export in: GIF, BMP, TIFF, JPEG, PNG, TIFF formats
Measurement cursors. Pan and Zoom features. Underlay and overlay can be configured

Dimensions (typical data)

Cylindrical radome. Diameter cm 90. Height cm 130.

Weight

< 90Kg excluding mast

Temperature range

typical: 0÷40 °C (optional heater and coolers available upon request for extended ranges)

The specifications are referred to the IC05 (standard version) and IC06 (CE version) or later version and are subject to change without notice.
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